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Election Time in Islamorada
Islamorada has non-partisan elections for our five-seat Village Council.
With two year terms, all five seats on Council are up for election in the
November general election every two years. At the end of qualifying on
August 11, 2020, there were two candidates who filed for each seat. Vice
Mayor Ken Davis was the only councilman running for reelection. Tragically
Ken died a month later, leaving Islamorada in a collective state of
mourning.
Ken’s death leaves his opponent, Henry Rosenthal, an automatic winner
according to the Supervisor of Elections, R. Joyce Griffin, though on
September 23, a lawsuit was filed contesting this. Click here for details
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Islamorada Mourns Death
of Vice Mayor Ken Davis

Click here for details

Historical Perspective… Decades and decades ago a struggle began!
By Sue Miller

There were those who early on feared the demise of our unique and treasured Florida Keys environment… we called them
the “tree huggers.” And there were the developers who saw opportunity to bring growth to the Florida Keys and share our
treasure far and wide making a lucrative living in the process…. we called them the “cement block.”
Port Antigua—
1973 versus now

Over the years the two sides compromised occasionally. Environmentalists benefitted from some development… new
restaurants to enjoy, shops close by, improved roadways. And developers soon recognized that it was critical to protect the
environment … the Keys’ #1 attraction… and often argued they were great environmentalists too.
Today we have tremendous challenges. Many will say that development has won the battle over the environment. Water
quality has deteriorated. Hardwood hammocks have been destroyed. Way too much traffic, keeping us at home on
weekends while the tourists and weekenders pour in. Partying, along with diving and fishing, is now an attraction. Cost of
living is high. So many vacation homes, fewer fulltime residents. We used to have local employees we knew at local
businesses. Now 17 buses a day bring employees from the mainland. Sea level is rising. Laws suggest everyone who owns a
vacant lot in the Keys has a right to build, contrasted with other laws that say no more permits after 2023.
Long before Islamorada incorporated, comprehensive plans, zoning maps, and land development regulations were developed
by the County in an effort to balance the development versus environment challenges. To have a voice in this critical
balancing act was largely why Islamorada incorporated.
Five brand new politicians were elected by voters in Islamorada in 1998, led by a virtually unknown Ron Levy, to undertake
the monumental job of setting up a new local government and creating the rules and regulations that our community would
live by. The early members of council were new to politics and to running a local government but they were remarkable.
They put their heart, soul, and time into assuring Islamorada would be special.
For the first time since that 1998 election, we will have no incumbents returning to the Council. There is no reason why
we cannot have that same positive result that we experienced with the brand new council elected in 1998—a balanced
council that cares deeply about our community, will listen, and will make us better.
With the significant restrictions we have in our regulations, those looking for gain have become experts at finding loopholes
and unique opportunities. For those with an agenda, gaining influence with elected officials and with staff seems to be
critical.

Our involvement as residents, property owners and voters can help assure
that we all will have equal influence and opportunity!
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Our Islamorada Village Elected Leaders

Seat 1: Deb Gillis
Councilwoman

Seat 2: Chris Sante
Councilman

Seat 3: Jim Mooney
Councilman

Seat 4: Ken Davis
Vice Mayor

Seat 5: Mike Forster
Mayor

Important Election Information for 2020…
Election Day Voting: November 3: The polls are open on Election Day, from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. Any
voters waiting in line at 7:00 p.m. will have the opportunity to cast a ballot.

Registration Deadline: October 5, 2020
Deadline to request absentee ballot: October 24
Vote by Mail Ballots: Your voted ballot must be received by 7 p.m. election day at your nearest Monroe
County Supervisor of Elections office.
Ballot can be mailed
or
Drop Boxes for Vote by Mail ballots can be found during Early Voting at
• Islamorada Branch Library, 81830 Overseas Hwy., MM. 81.7 Islamorada or
• Supervisor of Elections Offices: 102050 Overseas Hwy #137, Key Largo

Early voting: Oct 24—31 Islamorada Branch Library, 81830 Overseas Hwy., MM. 81.7
Islamorada
Photo ID: Whether during early voting or on Election Day, you will be asked to provide at the
polls a valid photo ID with signature.

Lower Matecumbe Key Association Statement of Purpose
The Lower Matecumbe Key Association, Inc. shall actively work to preserve and enhance the quality
of life and environment through participation and democratic process by the residents.
Goals shall include:
1. Monitoring activities such as zoning and construction.
2. Communicating with all members to alert them to potential problems or opportunities.
3. Coordinating the efforts of the individual neighborhood associations on common objectives.
4. Providing an open forum for presentation and discussion of issues.
5. Taking appropriate action on behalf of the membership.
Board of Directors: Hermine Zavar (treasurer), Fernando Franco, Chuck McWhirter, Roland Moore, Bill
Rivenbark, Mark Riley, John Myers, Enrique Zamora
Newsletter: Sue Miller, editor

Website: LMKA.org

Email address—LMKAnews@gmail.com

Opinions in this newsletter are not necessarily the opinions of the Board of Directors of LMKA.
Articles submitted with opposing points of view are encouraged.
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Judging the Candidates

It is critical that voters learn about candidates’ stands on issues of concern
before voting in this critical election, made difficult during a pandemic.
•
•
•

Which candidate’s views on the issues do you agree with the most?
Which candidate demonstrates the most knowledge of the issues?
Which candidate has the leadership qualities you are looking for?
• Which candidate will listen, learn and be fair to all?
• What group is the candidate most influenced by?

Do not vote for a candidate just because you like him/her. Vote for
candidates that will do the best job. The future of Islamorada depends on
the decisions made by voters. Every vote counts… make yours a wise vote.
Study the issues. You can make a difference.

In the pages that follow you can learn much about the folks
that we will place in charge of our future.
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2020 Village Council
Candidates
Seat 1 Peter Bacheler
Frank Lavin
Seat 2 Mark Gregg
Cheryl Meads
Seat 3 Jenny Bell-Thomson
Joseph “Buddy” Pinder
Seat 4 Henry Rosenthal
(declared winner by
Supervisor of Elections)
Click here to learn more about
Ken and Henry
Seat 5 David Webb
Larry Zettwoch

Candidate answers to a Lower Matecumbe Key Association questionnaire are provided in the following pages. Read
carefully and compare the answers of opponents running against each other. Many of the candidates state nearly
identical philosophies. It is easy to offer answers that the voters want to hear. But will they listen to voters when
elected? We will be keeping track of their voting record if elected. Click here to read the questions asked.
Several candidates have previously served on the Village Council or on the LPA (Local Planning Agency) so we can check
trends with their past voting record especially related to building or environmental issues.
An excellent indication of the philosophical leanings of the candidates, is the list of supporters who contribute to the
candidate’s campaign along with the amount donated. We have provided information through the end of August as to
who the contributors are, how much they have donated, their occupation, and whether they live in the Village.
•
•
•

A few candidates did not decide to file until August, so their fundraising is limited.
A couple candidates are largely self-funding
Some candidates did not always disclose occupation of donors, though required by state statute for donations over
$100

September campaign reports will be available in early October at which time we will update the summary. Hopefully
those candidates who did not state occupations for donors will file amendments by then.
In recent months there have been a number of controversial issues that have been divisive, leading to the competition
for Council seats. It does seem apparent in analyzing the campaign financial reports and the questionnaires, that there
are two factions in the election. One supports the councils’ direction and has gained support of the development
community. The other side is concentrating largely on decisions that focus on growth controls, sustainability, and
budget issues.
TDR Changes
The Transferable Development Rights (TDR) ordinance was changed recently increasing development rights. It includes
submerged land, mangroves, baybottom, that was previously excluded, as part of the lot size definition. This increases
the size of many environmentally sensitive properties used when calculating amount of development allowed. The
planners defended the logic of the changes because of “growing interest throughout the development community...”
The LPA and Village Council voted unanimously in favor of this change, with one member of council declaring a conflict.
Mobile home units transferred for Vacation Rentals
A Key West Realtor recently was allowed to transfer nine building allocations from a demolished mobile home park to a
property on the ocean, to be used for market rate vacation rental homes even though Islamorada’s Comprehensive
Plan states that mobile home allocations must be transferred as affordable. The council voted 4-0 in favor of the
transfer with one councilman declaring a conflict. The owner had already replaced eight mobile homes with large single
family homes for vacation rental use on the site of the prior mobile home park.
Zoning change in residential neighborhood
In the Key Heights area of Plantation Key, a highway fronted lot on a pristine residential canal was rezoned from
residential single family to commercial, ignoring well over 50 neighbors strenuously objecting. LPA and Council voted
unanimously in favor. Council candidate and LPA chairman, Pete Bacheler, represented the applicant.
Pedestrian Bridge
Many people in the community oppose the costly pedestrian bridge that FDOT is designing to build over U.S. One at
Founders Park. Earlier this year the current Council decided not to revisit the controversial issue they had previously
approved.
Fills and beach swim zone
It has taken years to address these critical areas…. All candidates support the changes. But…. Will the residents have a
voice in the Fills master plan? Will the swim zone be a top priority and pushed vigorously through the approval process
or will we wait months and months for implementation?

It is up to all of us to decide who will get the seats on Village Council. Decide carefully.
If you don’t follow the issues closely… talk to someone who does before you vote.
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Keep Islamorada Special
Every vote counts. Make sure your vote is carefully thought
out.
After Islamorada was first incorporated in 1998, there was
standing room only at every council meeting. And everyone
stayed until the very end.
When we were still having live council meetings at the
beginning of 2020 before the pandemic, it was unusual to
have very many folks attend meetings unless they were going
to be personally impacted by something on the agenda.
•

Have we lost interest because we have total confidence
that our council and staff will always look out for us?

•

Or are we frustrated that our voice on issues of concern
doesn’t seem to matter?

Involving citizens in local government improves accountability
and creates a better community. With citizen participation,
folks gain an important voice in improving the management of
our village resources. And our involvement is what keeps the
elected leaders accountable to the people. Your vote is
important and so is your voice.
Sometimes it takes a united voice—lots of voices had to
speak up before the Village Council took action on the Fills
and the beach at Port Antigua/White Marlin.
Join us! Together we can be heard! We can make a
difference…. even when the council continues to conduct
business from their homes via virtual meetings.

Membership Application/Renewal
First Name(s): _____________________________
Last Name: _______________________________
Mailing Address: __________________________
_________________________________________
Local Address: ____________________________
Phone (local): _____________________________
Other phone: ______________________________
Email: ___________________________________

Provide your email please!
We only use the email address to send
newsletters, information and reminders
about Lower Matecumbe.
Make check payable to
LMKA
P. O. Box 911
Islamorada, FL 33036

Family $20; Single $12

Election Analysis… never easy!

Your mailbox fills up with glitzy ads from all the candidates. Some have
been involved with the village for a long time, others have rarely spoken up. Some you know, some you don’t. Who will
lead our village in the direction you think is best? Some campaign messages are compelling. Some biographies are
impressive. The Village has been in existence for over 20 years now. We know some of the candidates. Some have
served the Village and the community in the past. Sometimes we like what they did previously. Sometimes we don’t.
The Village has so many critical issues facing us. Are we satisfied with the direction we have been heading or do we
want to change? We are sure of one thing … we want a council that will listen to our concerns and do what is right.
Look carefully at the candidates’ answers to the questionnaire that follows. If you don’t get involved in local politics it is
helpful to see who is providing financially to the campaigns…. Click here for election information and a summary of
each candidate’s contributions through August.
It is clear the candidates are split—there are clearly two factions. Several of the candidates received significant financial
contributions from the construction and real estate industries. Others received their help primarily from individual donors,
often retirees.

Decide for yourself whether donors gave with hopes of future favors. Or with
hopes for a brighter future for Islamorada.
When the September reports are made available in early October the summaries will be updated.
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Frank Lavin Seat 1: https://www.votelavin.com/
Background: Businessman, resident with single family home on Plantation Key as my only real estate ownership here.
Qualities : A good listener, a decision maker, a common sense approach. A lifetime of working with clients, communities, board
members … provided skills which I will use to be an effective council member. I’ve attended meetings and studied the issues.

Local issues:
V Affordable Housing: Reassess where affordable housing is needed and must be provided to support the future of our
community. Engage owners of commercial properties to add residential units to existing buildings and properties where
feasible. Consider the impact on affordable and workforce housing with every decision made. Review the TDR ordinance to
ensure affordable housing is considered. Utilize affordable housing funds wisely. Look for grants to help those who need help.
V Highway congestion: We must work closely with FDOT for suggestions on how to move traffic more effectively throughout
the Keys. Study the issues that create the traffic issues and then address improvements: weigh station, draw bridge, school
buses and MDT buses with frequent stops on highway, school crossings, events, parking on right of way, excessive number of
accidents (why?)
V Public Involvement: Residents need to believe the council listens to their concerns and addresses them. As a member of
council, I would want to know how my constituents feel about issues that impact them before making decisions. Encourage
participation – encourage residents to sign up for notifications from Village and send them a synopsis of each council agenda.
Periodically have a half hour “open house” before council meetings to let the public talk to council members informally in a
social setting.
V Water Quality: This community thrives mostly because of our water resources. If we do not respect and protect the water,
the economic survival of the area will end. And the reason most of us came will be gone. Education is critical. Eco-tourism
should be stressed. Enforcement.
V Environmental Protection: Overdevelopment, traffic, re-zoning of sensitive areas, especially residential to commercial adds
to the destruction. Revisit the decisions that have been detrimental to the environment.
V Tourism/residents Imbalance: We must protect our residential neighborhoods first and foremost. They should be
sanctuaries. Our residents can be the best ambassadors for the tourist industry if they enjoy the quiet they expect. Work to
address the problems that interfere with quiet enjoyment! Work with TDC to assure appropriate advertising and capital
expenditures.
V Vacation Rentals: Stop illegal vacation rentals in our neighborhoods. Increase annual vacation rental fees based on number
of occupants allowed, to strengthen enforcement funding and provide excess for affordable housing issues. Consider that
resorts cannot add rooms easily and have to compete with new vacation rentals using development rights that might be better
used for full time residents.
V Cost of Local Government: Islamorada has an extremely high real estate tax base… And yet a high debt resulting from past
projects. I would work to assure debt is paid down and future projects do not incur additional debt. We need to focus on the
budget to cut unnecessary or excessive costs.
V End of BPAS 2023: When there are no more BPAS permits that can be issued because of highway limitations, we need to find
creative ways to provide a use or funding to purchase land to avoid lawsuits. The TDR ordinance should be used to transfer
residential allocations to vacant land only to help reduce the problem.

Issues to revisit: The pedestrian bridge at Founders park, deforestation along the scenic corridor, the Fills, BPAS, zoning
changes that harm residential neighborhoods.

300’ swim zone: Enforcement and fines will be key. If the 300’ distance does not work as intended, consider other ideas –
different distance or mooring buoys to limit the number of boats and define location with no rafting of boats.
The Fills: I am not happy with the progress made. This should be a magnificent scenic corridor with very limited paid parking for
restrictive time frames except for vehicles with trailers at ramp, tow ordinance to allow quick action for vehicles parking outside
the metered parking areas. No fishing, no swimming, no grills. Increase the penalties for parking violations. Why create a park
for daytrippers that have historically trashed the place? No barriers needed if we ticket those parked illegally. Enforcement!
The Fills by Memorial Day: By implementing the metered parking and no fishing, swimming, and grills, strict enforcement will
resolve a vast majority of the problems. With virtually no cost to taxpayers – meters should provide adequate cost recovery.
TDRs from mobile homes parks: Any allocations from current or past mobile home parks absolutely should only be transferred
as deed restricted affordable housing. Everyone talks about the need for affordable housing. We need to do everything we can
to protect what we have had while upgrading the safety from storms but retaining affordability.
Government more transparent: I would like to see a weekly or monthly newsletter with information from the Village staff,
council members, residents and concerned community leaders to keep all residents informed of the issues that impact them.
Provide a forum for residents to voice opinions. Accountability creates a check and balance to keep elected officials honest.
This would help council to remain aware of public concerns. Address ADA requirements so we can provide far more public
information on our website again.
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Peter D. Bacheler SEAT 1: peteforcouncil.com
Background: 35 years resident of Plantation Key; Chairman of LPA 6 years; past president Upper Keys Rotary Club; past board
member Leadership Monroe County; member of Moose club Islamorada, adjunct instructor College of the Keys;

Qualities YOU have that will make YOU an effective council person :
The Knowledge gained from chairing over 50 public hearings for Land Planning Agency (LPA) have provided me with a keen
insight to the workings of a board almost identical to council hearings. I fielded the same questions from the public via
telephone as council members do before similar hearings. My background in filing various planning, zoning or code
compliance hearing paperwork and the coordination thereof make me uniquely qualified with the inner workings of our
town.

Local issues:
V Affordable Housing: we need affordable housing and the permits that go along with them. Property is scarce and permits
are just as scarce since we’ll never really have what we need to fulfill the needs. I will continue to work forward on both
issues, supply of permits and the demand for logical project sites.
V Highway Congestion: There are no real good answers here. As long as the TDC continues to advertise we’ll have more
traffic in the Keys. A toll road might help and putting the weigh station in Key Largo before drivers get to our community
might help.
V Public Involvement: I enjoy talking to the public and can almost always find an answer to their questions. I’ve done this
for over 30 years so I’m used to it. And, the public should get more involved in the workings of the Village.
V Water Quality: We need to back fill the canals that are too deep for proper flushing and then we need to maintain them.
S Environmental Protection: The Comprehensive Land Use Plan and the Land Development regulations provide us great
direction in protecting our environment regarding hammock properties, infill to existing well developed neighborhoods and
future development in our Village.
S Tourism/Residents Imbalance: our economy is based on Tourism so we have to take the good with the bad since
commercial businesses depend on tourism we should be careful not to alienate one side or the other.
S Vacation Rentals: we cannot make changes to our Vacation Rental program as the DEO will throw out our program if we
do. We do need better enforcement for the protection of the vacation rental areas from interlopers who would destroy the
quiet enjoyment of our Keys.
S Costs of Local Government: the costs seem to go up every year as if certain departments think they deserve an increase
be it in salaries, equipment or supplies. A more careful look at expenditures might be very worthwhile.
V End of BPAS Allocations in 2023: This is difficult area because we don’t know just where the State (DEO) is going to take
the matter. Every property owner has a bundle of rights regarding their property. One of those rights is the right to develop
(build) on their property. Owners of undeveloped property will surely challenge the rights taken away in 2023. The Village
will point the finger at the State who will point back at the Village and only the courts will decide.

Issues to revisit: We should re-visit the 2 year vs 4 year term for council members.
300’ swim zone: With cooperation it may succeed. The cultural differences are very distinct and not easily sorted out. I’d
like to hear other ideas.

The Fills: Yes I’m satisfied with progress. We need paved parking, parking meters (revenue to pay to clean and run the fills)
and then re-visit what is needed at that point.

Fills by Memorial Day 2021: I’d like to see paved parking with parking meters and someone to manage the usage of the
area.

Toll: This is not a bad idea but it will take a long time to get approval through the county and FDOT.
Transferring development rights from a former mobile home park as market rate homes Do you think we should
assure allocations from mobile home parks are transferred as affordable even if it requires a change in our LDRs? Yes.

Government more transparent: Our government is transparent now. But it’s up to the people to pay attention to notices
and public hearings and attend. Ask questions, talk to your neighbors, get involved. An informed citizen is an educated
citizen.
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Cheryl Meads Seat 2: http://cherylmeads.com/
Background: Retired CEO and business owner. Formerly responsible for Quality in as many as five international
Pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities, successfully managing more than 550 employees. Philanthropist. Part-time
Missionary in the Philippines. Who’s Who in American College Students. Chemist. Only non-Attorney awarded the Honest
Abe Lifetime Achievement Award by the Tax Payers Against Fraud in Washington DC. Wife, mother and grandmother.
Qualities I have that will make me an effective council person:
As a leader in the corporate world, I was trained to plan strategically for current and future events. I am a former Village
Council member and have previously proven myself to be an advocate for the residents who stood against changes to the
Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Regulations. If elected, I will bring that same experience to the table and put
residents first by voting against matters that run contrary to the interests of our residents’ quality of life and tax dollars.
V Affordable Housing: Stop turning workforce dwellings into market rate, replace the current contract agency who is
engaged to oversee affordable housing compliance with a new effective contractor, clean up our affordable housing database,
make a Village staff member responsible for oversight and place those responsibilities in the performance development plan
managing that staffer to the needed results, strategically plan for success by using Lean Sigma creating “Current State” and
“Future State” maps. This will identify disconnects and clarify a certain and organized way forward for success.
V Highway Congestion: Work with and develop partnerships with state agencies and state officials to devise multi-step,
wise solutions and bring back more dollars from Tallahassee for infrastructure.

V Public Involvement: Conduct Council meetings in an efficient manner. After meetings are again conducted in-person,
continue to allow citizen participation through dial-in and Zoom. Further, I’d like to increase efforts for the advertisement and
noticing of public meetings, perhaps through creating a roster of community groups and homeowner’s association contacts.
V Water Quality: Maintaining water quality is a core component to a healthy ecosystem. The Village has a number of water
quality monitoring systems in place but very little is done to analyze the data. We should look at the current data and look for
opportunities to use it in ways that lead to actions and informed decisions to create positive outcomes. As a chemist and
member of the South Florida Water Management District Governing Board, I will be uniquely positioned to help push clean
water initiatives and influence water policies that will benefit our community.
V Environmental Protection: Section 380.05, Florida Statutes, allows the Florida Administration Commission to designate
areas that contain resources of statewide significance as an “Area of Critical State Concern.” The Florida Keys Area of Critical
State Concern, designated in 1974 includes the Village of Islamorada. It was the intent of the legislature that the designation
would establish a land management system that would: protect the natural environment of the Florida Keys, and conserve and
promote the character of the Florida Keys. As such, we must push for managed growth initiatives that will not disrupt wildlife
or our unique and fragile ecosystems.
V Tourism/Residents Imbalance: The Comprehensive Plan clearly identifies Future Land Use Goals, Objectives and
Implementing Policies. Included is a vision “…to reclaim the Keys by conserving, preserving and retaining our remarkable
assets…and our quality of life.” Quality of life for residents can not be maintained, gained or improved if we focus our
resources on tourists rather than residents. That said, an emphasis must be placed on the construction and creation of
affordable and workforce housing, rather than commercial development.
V Vacation Rentals: Illegal vacation rentals stress neighborhoods, creates congestion and deprives local taxpayers from
moneys to be used on code enforcement. The county effectively enforces vacation rental regulations and we can too.
V Cost of Local Government: Islamorada raises taxes every year and that must stop. All it requires is better stewardship of
tax dollars, the ability to turn down special interest-backed pet projects and putting an end to spending in areas where the
costs outweigh the benefits. It requires the will of elected leadership. I will steadfastly oppose efforts to raise taxes, and I have
done it before.

Revisit issues: I would like to revisit the planned construction of the pedestrian bridge at Founder’s Park, the cost of
maintaining Indian Keys Fills, transfer of density regulations (TDR’s), the use of bay bottom to calculate density, such that they
should be dealt with in a way that does not negatively impact our residents’ quality of life.

300’ swim zone Yes, I am optimistic that it will succeed but I will of course look for ways to further improve the effort. To
ensure its success, we must codify regulations, ensure proper enforcement and work with other government agencies
including but not limited to the Florida Wildlife Commission, etc.
Are you satisfied with the progress at the Fills? No

Fills 2021: By Memorial Day 2021, a strategic plan will have been created that provides for parking meters that limit the
number of visitors, and stricter code enforcement that will crack down on irresponsible behavior that lead to increased costs of
maintenance.

Toll: coming into the Keys: I’m not opposed to a Toll. It’s important to understand that Islamorada will not gather or disperse
revenues. The Keys is over 115 miles long. Islamorada is 20 miles long so will only receive approximately 17% of revenues
gained, or less.

Transferring development rights from mobile home parks Absolutely… we should assure allocations from mobile home
parks are transferred as affordable.

Government more transparent: We need to develop a communication plan. Currently various Council members and staff
post Village business news on their personal Facebook pages but that’s inconsistent, spurious and ineffective. There is a Village
Facebook page and that should continue to be used to communicate. We should also consider options including but not
limited to email, USPS mail and newspaper. Also, minutes, tabs, agendas and videos of Local Planning Agency meetings and
Village Council meetings should be returned to the Village website.
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Mark Gregg Seat 2: https://mark4council.com/
My qualities that have and will make me an effective councilman:
1. I listen to others, especially those that I do not agree with because I learn the most from them.
2. I am able to cooperate, compromise, and negotiate with other council members in order to get things done.
3. I always do my homework before a meeting including, research, phone calls, site visits and reviewing public comments
and concerns.
4. I try to be as truthful and accurate as possible so that I can earn and maintain the trust necessary to be effective with
other councilmembers and members of the public.
5. I have experience serving on the council and LPA, as well as running a successful business in Islamorada. Being a lawyer
doesn’t hurt either.
6. I really enjoy the nature of the work: helping others and making Islamorada a better place to live.
7. I have learned from my mistakes and I am not afraid to admit when I was wrong.

Local Issues
1. Affordable Housing. The Council should be very aggressive in creating new affordable housing opportunities from
both existing development and new development. Any new construction or redevelopment that increases businesses
impacts (i.e. more residents, employees, customers, traffic, etc.) should be required to actually build new affordable units,
and not pay a fee into a fund. Maybe a moratorium on all non affordable development until affordable units catch up with
demand would cause developers and market forces to focus on creating more units. Passing an ordinance that allows
accessory dwelling units would be the easiest, fastest, most economical and beneficial solution without any environmental
impacts. A moratorium on permitting any new vacation rentals until their number equals the number of affordable units
would help correct the current imbalance (225 VR’s vs 139 aff. housing) as would an increase in the minimum appraised
value threshold for licensing vacation rental renewals. Hiring a specialized planner to apply for and win government grants
to subsidize the cost of land or construction of multifamily affordable is working in other Florida cities and would work for
Islamorada too. Overall, I’m in favor of requiring affordable housing that is proportionate to all tourist housing,
commercial intensity, and residential density, all of which depend upon our workforce to function. This would require data
and analysis from a study and plenty of public input. Not easy or fun, but necessary.
2. Highway congestion. We should ask the TDC to reduce advertising to a mass market and target only discrete groups
that provide less impacts and greater economic benefits. The 3 segments of the Old Highway on PK, Windley, and UM
should be designated for local traffic only to prevent traffic delays and hazards caused by pass through drivers who use the
Old Highway as a short cut around slower traffic on US 1. Close the Fills, and restrict parks and boat ramps to use by local
residents only during holidays and periods of heavy use as was done this summer before July 4th until after Labor day.
3.Public Involvement. Create a Quality of Life Advisory Committee to advise the Council on a wide variety of issues that
impact our daily lives.
4. Water Quality. Create a canal maintenance service funded by a special taxing district for canal front property owners
to correct water depths by adding fill or removing sediment, and then install aeration equipment. Stop stormwater runoff
from Village owned public roads and especially at the Fills. This may require grant money. Plant and maintain a mangrove
fringe along degraded sections of the Fills.

Environmental Protection. Establish a no motor zone in all sensitive areas from the shoreline to 1200’. Fight to
eliminate mini season. Prohibit ALL land clearing on any property designated as High Quality Hammock. This may require
the purchase of some properties by the State of Florida and/or the Village. Ask the DEP to designate the entire Lignum
Vitae State Aquatic Preserve as a no motor zone except deepwater channels. Annex or acquire jurisdiction and control of
nearby shallow areas and mangrove islands outside our 1200’ limit to be included in the no motor zone. Also see item 8
below.
6. Tourism/Residents Imbalance. Raise assessed value thresholds for Vacation Rentals to create more affordable
housing and to encourage tourism in low density/high value areas. Encourage low impact high value tourism such as
ecotourists, and discourage daytrip tourism.
7.Vacation Rentals. See comments in items 1. and 6. above.
8. Costs of Local Government. Conduct a comprehensive review of all staff positions for opportunities to eliminate
unnecessary positions and consolidate overlapping positions. Replace all Village owned vehicles and equipment powered
by fossil fuels with electric powered substitutes which operate on electricity produced by solar electric generation
facilities owned and operated by the Village. Install solar generation equipment on all Village owned buildings and in some
parking areas with a goal of net zero cost of electricity. Costs of solar facilities to be funded by grants and low interest
solar loans. This will begin our transition away from inefficient and environmentally harmful fossil fuels consistent with
modern market trends and will enhance our image as a “green” city, while reducing our dependance on sources of energy
transported from the mainland. The cost of operating most vehicles will be reduced by more than 70%, and more as
technology improves.

Continued on next page
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Mark Gregg Seat 2
continued from page 7
9. End of BPAS. Ask the legislature to allocate our fair share of Stewardship Act funds to buy land and pay takings claims.
Initiate negotiations, and litigation if necessary, with Monroe County and the State of Florida to establish the Village’s limited
responsibility for liability for takings claims arising out of regulations passed prior to the incorporation of the Village in 1997.
Pass new land use regulations that allow limited use of vacant land outside of environmentally sensitive areas, such as
storage, small scale commercial agriculture, and recreational uses in order to avoid liability for takings. We should
immediately begin to identify and prioritize those parcels which pose the greatest risk of liability so that we can calculate our
exposure and plan to mitigate damages. In short, we need to plan for a possible catastrophic financial problem NOW!

Revisiting prior issues. I would happily support an effort to terminate the construction of the pedestrian bridge provided
that the Village is able to afford to pay any damages caused by our decision and that we are released from liability. If we are
going to build some facility to cross the highway, I would like to explore an underground crossing similar to the Key deer
crossing under US 1 on Big Pine Key. Any kind of overpass would be unacceptable. I believe that the Freebie shuttle is an
unnecessary expense and should be revisited. I would like to reconsider a project to repair and rebuild the jetty at Founder’s
Park in order to create a safe and convenient land based fishing venue for wheelchair bound fishermen and fisherwomen,
and for those who cannot afford a boat. It could be funded in large part by TDC grant funds and other non Village sources.

300’ Swim Zone. The new ordinance is a good first start and should help reduce conflicts. I’ll rely on reports from the
affected residents on both sides of the issue to determine if further restrictions or adjustments are necessary.
The Fills. It’s much improved but more could be done. My preference would be to limit use to locals with a paid for parking
pass, mainly local guides who launch boats for charter. I would like to see uses limited to resting, and walking, without food
preparation, swimming ,fishing, or other uses that generate trash. It should be relandscaped with native vegetation, and all
erosion damage should be repaired by FDOT to prevent runoff. That would be a good start.

Fills on Memorial Day 2021. I would hope that the erosion problem will be fixed to stop the runoff. I would like to see
landscaping in place. I would like the Fills to be closed for the holiday and all holidays and high demand periods.

Toll on US 1. I believe a toll would provide badly needed funds to help offset the costs and harm caused by excessive
tourism. This could include affordable housing, environmental damage, and the high cost of living. I fully support a toll.

Do you think we should assure allocations from mobile home parks are transferred as affordable even if it requires a
change in our LDRs?
. Yes, but I don’t believe that a new LDR is necessary for approved mobile home parks (we only have 3 left) because they are
already protected by the LDR’s. Mobile homes are an unsafe type of housing in the Keys and should be replaced with
traditional safer buildings when destroyed or at the end of their useful life. A market rate TDR transferred from any mobile
home sender site occupied or used as affordable/workforce housing should require replacement with an affordable/
workforce dwelling at the expense of both the sender and receiver site owners, even if the mobile home is not located in an
approved mobile home park. There would be no net loss of affordable units and the mobile home would be replaced by a
modern safe structure. This would impact the value of the TDR reducing demand and avoid a claim for a taking.

How to make government more transparent. Existing transparency is reasonable, but could be improved. I believe that
more detail should be required on conflict of interest disclosures so that the public clearly sees all who are involved, the
subject matter of the conflict, and how the person claiming the conflict might be financially impacted by the matter voted
upon. A mere disclosure of the existence of a conflict and then abstention from voting is inadequate.
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Jenny Bell-Thomson Seat 3: http://jenny4council.com/
Background:
47-year resident; Coral Shores High School graduate; bachelor’s degree in business.
Served our community (and middle and lower Keys) with the Monroe County Sheriff’s Office for 26 years, retiring as Captain,
commanding the upper Keys district.
• First female in the agency to hold the rank of lieutenant and then captain.
• Introduced community-oriented policing to the agency, resulting in the State Attorney General’s award for crime
prevention, and honored as the Kiwanis Florida Law Enforcement Officer of the Year.
• Chosen by Sheriff Richard Roth to attend the FBI National Academy at Quantico, Virginia – an honor bestowed on only a
small percentage of law enforcement executives worldwide.
• The academy is a “10-week professional course of study for U.S. and international law enforcement managers nominated
by their agency heads because of demonstrated leadership qualities.”
Co-owner with my sister Joan of a small business, Cover to Cover Books.
Corporate manager for Baptist Health South Florida
• In this role my team raised patient satisfaction scores from the low 70’s to the high 90’s.
Qualities that will make me an effective councilperson:
• Years of public service experience
• Ability to listen
• Integrity
• Willingness to compromise
• Expert at building partnerships
• Effective problem solver

Local Issues:
V Affordable housing: Due to high construction costs and lack of land, we need creative solutions. We could allow mobile
homes to be replaced with deed restricted duplexes. I believe we should look at mandating that any new commercial
construction, or any commercial renovations also include some level of workforce housing. Additionally, a small surtax on
the buyer of any property sold that goes into a fund for workforce housing.
V Highway congestion: A toll on the stretch to help limit the number of cars on the road
V Public involvement: I am a believer in committees as those are usually filled by people who will devote their time an
energy to issues that are important to them, and we get better input so we can make the best decisions we can.
V Water quality: Develop a regular canal maintenance program. Focus on eliminating storm water runoff.
V Environmental protection: Prohibit abusive public uses at the Fills.
V Tourism/residents imbalance: A toll, and a long term plan to adjust what attracts people to our Village that focuses on
our delicate ecosystem, education, and environmental protection.
V Vacation rentals: Prohibit vacation rentals use in all properties assessed at less than $500,000.
V Costs of local government: I am satisfied with the level of my property taxes and the way the Village manages our
money. Oversight is important to insure we are spending taxpayer dollars wisely. As someone who has overseen a multimillion-dollar budget of taxpayer dollars, I know what to look for, especially waste, inefficiency, and obsolete technology.
V End of BPAS allocations in 2023: This is concerning to all of us because, while it is a state-mandated initiative, Village
taxpayers may have to foot the bill if we are forced to purchase property. We must work with the state to insure we will be
given some relief.

Issues to revisit: I would only be in favor of stopping the bridge if DOT acquiesces and does not hold us liable for the money
already spent.

300’ swim zone: Yes, I am optimistic it will succeed. I am open minded to changes presented by impacted property owners
and users.

The Fills: Yes. I think our goals should be to reduce high impact uses and repair damage done.
The Fills by Memorial Day 2021: Paid parking spaces; additional landscaping, heavy enforcement.
Toll: I am in favor of a toll.
Transferring development rights from a former mobile home park as market : We should stop licensing any new
vacation rentals until we make significant progress with affordable housing. We could amend the LDR’s to require that a new
affordable unit be built before a TDR transfer is approved from a mobile home park.
Government more transparent: All the council members and staff have been available and willing to answer any
questions I’ve had and to listen when I’ve provided input since the Village’s inception. I’m always open to other’s ideas if
they believe more can be done.
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Joseph “Buddy” Pinder Seat 3: https://www.votebuddypinder.com
Background: Retired, construction businessman
Qualities that will make me an effective councilperson: Self-employed successful business owner for 42 years. As a
resident, I have aided the Village in many critical projects in the past helping to obtain funding or save costs to the residents
and businesses:
• Helped obtain $2.8 million grant for hammock property on northside of Founders Park;
• Helped save the $20 million Army Corps grant for wastewater;
• Aided in negotiating $90 million wastewater contract with Reynolds Water
Local Issues:
V Affordable housing: We need to identify the best suited properties for affordable housing; any commercial projects should
be required to build an appropriate number of affordable/workforce housing units before receiving a certificate of
occupancy.
V Highway congestion: We need to develop the best possible relationship with FDOT and other state agencies so we can
work together to find solutions for our traffic issues. Tallahassee is the key to getting critical funding for infrastructure needs.
Our council needs to consider decisions that impact traffic the most and not make traffic worse.
V Public involvement: We need to encourage more public input. The Village should do a better job of keeping the public
informed of the issues being decided so they can be a part of the decision-making. Too often it appears that decisions are
already made before our residents even know about the issues. The public feels their ideas fall on deaf ears. Council
represents the people—the council needs to involve them with workshops, better communication, public comment process.
V Water quality: This is a huge issue. The water is the life blood of our community and our economy. This is the reason why
our most sought after tourists come here. It is why families have endured here for generations. We must do everything
possible to preserve and protect it.
V Environmental protection: We must stop the increased density and overdevelopment that leads to the degradation of
our environment.
V Tourism/residents imbalance: We must work on conserving and preserving our assets and both the residents quality of
life and the things that bring in the tourists. As we create horrible traffic congestion and nuisances that make residents
unhappy, we will eventually drive both our remaining residents and our tourists away. High cost of living and housing is also
driving fulltime residents out of the Keys… and that is not good for the future for our community—or the tourist industry
either. I liked it when the people that worked here, lived here. And I think our businesses and visitors did too.
V Vacation rentals:
• We must put a stop to illegal vacation rentals. It is a problem throughout the Keys. It is unfair to the neighbors and to
the property owners who obey the laws. Probably many illegal vacation rentals are not paying the lodging tax required
for rentals under 6 months. Vacation rentals increase traffic congestion. They need to be controlled.
• We need to involve the public in addressing the issues and making improvements.
• It has become way too lucrative to put our limited allocations (BPAS and TDR) of single family homes on commercial
property and use them as new fulltime short term rentals competing with hotels/motels for tourists when we really need
more housing for full time residents, not more short term rentals.
V Costs of local government: I would work hard to be a better steward of our tax dollars. Let’s pay better attention to
projects where the benefits are far outweighed by the cost. Our budget is full of excess in every department. We have
citizen for almost everything here: water quality, nearshore waters, achievable housing, parks and recreation. Why not a
citizens finance committee to review the intricacies of our complex budget? We have lots of smart people who could help.
V End of BPAS allocations in 2023: This is a critical issue that we need to address with full understanding of the
complications and the potential costs to us and how the state will help. There is still some time to reduce the impact if we
look carefully —regulating and using TDRs wisely instead of driving up the price to use them for vacation rentals.
Issues to revisit: Issues that have allowed increased density, overdevelopment, the TDR ordinance, the pedestrian bridge.
Inappropriate zoning changes, changing property addresses
300’ swim zone: Yes, yes, yes… strictly enforce the swim zone. Get all agencies involved to work with the Village to provide
the quiet enjoyment that the residents of Islamorada have a right to enjoy. Speed up the process so the neighborhood
doesn’t continue suffering!
The Fills: Glad the Village is addressing it at long last but I am not satisfied with the direction. Why should residents provide
a beautiful scenic park for day trippers with their tax dollars?
The Fills by Memorial Day 2021: We should work with FDOT, FWC, FDEP and any other agencies to reduce the Village costs
to taxpayers for this.
Toll: The question of a toll has been going on for a long time. U.S. One is a Federal highway. There are so many roadblocks
that need to be addressed to get a toll accomplished. I would fully support the toll but wonder whether it will be possible.
Transferring development rights from a former mobile home park as market rate:
Yes… we should assure allocations
from mobile home parks are transferred as affordable.
Government more transparent: . I think the Village needs a better way to communicate. Why not develop a communication
plan so residents can be better informed. Public relations/public Information employee is needed. I think all council
meetings should be published and advertised, full and complete exposure, all meeting details (everything) should be posted
on the Village website. The Village has reduced drastically what residents have easy access to on the website because of
ADA requirements—this needs to be fixed.
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David Webb: Seat 5 : vote4webb.com
Background: Native Floridian/Miami. Graduate FSU. Pilot USAF/SCANG/FedEx. Pilot Association Chairman at FedEx for 10 years. President
Port Antigua Property Owners Association.

Qualities possessed to be an effective councilman: I have worked hard to develop my ability to clearly identify solutions to complex
problems using the resources of subject matter experts and, most importantly, input from the constituents most impacted. I have a
commitment to consensus building that strives for a super majority as opposed to 50% plus 1. I have a demonstrated level of integrity and
courage that promotes open, honest dialog even when the facts are not what the recipients are seeking. I believe that the change many
residents of Islamorada desire will require more than a year or two to achieve and I am committed to go the distance.

V Affordable Housing: Essential for attracting and retaining residents vital to our community. Obstacles are land cost and availability,
climbing insurance costs, compatibility with existing developments. Will require state and federal partnerships and cooperation from
neighboring communities like Key Largo and Marathon which are commutable to Islamorada.

S Highway Congestion: My priority for this is driven by the significant difficulty of identifying realistic solutions. The fact is that every
visitor to any Keys destination west of Lower Mat must traverse our community. In addition, the rapidly growing number of Islamorada
property owners choosing to rent, legally or otherwise, their homes to tourists that tend to spend considerably more time on the road
locally going to bars, restaurants and other attractions compounds the challenge. Add the day visitors to the Fills, Founders, Anne's Beach
and other sites and you have our problem personified.

V Public Involvement: More public involvement from a larger constituency base is the key to change. Islamorada is not unique in having
those with significant financial interests be more active in council affairs. My approach will be to reach out to all constituents through
informal Town Hall type events and other gatherings. Ultimately, everyone must realize that even if you only own a primary or secondary
home in Islamorada, you have a significant financial stake in the affairs of the council and you must be engaged in the decision making or be
left behind.

V Water Quality: Goes without saying, this will define our community good or bad. While most authority for addressing this lies with
federal and state agency's, the council's ability and veracity in making the case for improving and protecting our surrounding waters can
make a difference. I have a long history of participation in efforts promoting marine conservation. I currently serve on the Village water
quality advisory committee, chair the PAPOA water quality committee, member of the Habitat advisory panel to the South Atlantic Fisheries
Management Council Charleston SC , board member of the non-profit WPBFC Foundation.

V Environmental Protection: See above.
V Tourism/Residents Imbalance: Impacts most of the items above. These do not have to be mutually exclusive but tourism should not
be at the expense of residents quality of life. The most offensive impact of residential rentals is the insertion of "tourists" and everything
attendant to people "partying" directly into our neighborhoods. Code, ordinance and law enforcement efforts are one way to address these
negative impacts. More draconianly, we could have a discussion about banning residential rentals as has been done in other communities.

V Vacation Rentals: See above.
V Costs of Local Government: Nobody likes taxes or increases in taxes. The key here is to provide a level of representation that garners
the confidence and trust of those being represented. My record on fiscal responsibility is unblemished. I was elected to four consecutive
terms as the Chair of the FedEx pilots overseeing an annual budget of over $7,000,000.00 derived from pilot contributions from their pay
checks. I have reconstituted the Finance Committee of the PAPOA to include residents at large to prepare and propose budgetary issues for
the board. I have incorporated CPA recommendations for the PAPOA budget to provide a more transparent presentation to residents above
any required by statute and also received the support of the PAPOA board to identify and secure set asides for future fiscal needs, also not
required by statute.

V End of BPAS Allocations in 2023: The history of the local "politics" surrounding the current status of the legal liability is just that,
history. What the new council will be faced with is the future. My position is that even without the issuance of the remaining building
permits Monroe county and Islamorada specifically is "built out". I would not support any relaxation of building permit issuance or any
easing of evacuation requirements. I believe the answer must include something like the federal super funds created to pay for cleanups at
manmade disaster sites. Overdevelopment of Monroe county is a manmade disaster and should be treated as such.

Revisit Issues: I have communicated my thoughts to the current council regarding the 2020/2021 budget. Specifically, I have requested
that, where possible, flexibility should be afforded to the new council to review specific funding of projects like the Fills. Absent that, the
new council will have to form a consensus about the advisability and risks associated with any change of direction.

Swim Zone: After spending over two years working with home owners and the council to address this issue I am optimistic it will be
beneficial to all residents of the area. However, the success of the swim zone is tied to several conditions. First, there may be further legal
challenges from those opposed and the Village must defend the right to police the shores of Islamorada out to 1200 feet that currently
exists. Second, locals must support the swim zone by complying with the restrictions. Finally, effective and active enforcement by all
concerned law enforcement agencies must occur.

The Fills: The current course charted by council should be revisited. It appears that nearly $500,000.00 has been budgeted for 2021 to
build substantial infrastructure at the Fills. Even if that is the path eventually chosen the cost should be primarily borne by the land owner,
the state. I support investigating whether the Fills could be incorporated into an existing protected area which might force the state to
restrict access.

Fills 2021: Depends upon the other elected council members willingness to take another path. I don't believe creating an environment
similar to Anne's Beach is advisable or workable at the Fills.

Toll: Should be evaluated. For my support it would have to be structured to deter some level of non-contributing traffic but not penalize
residents.

TDR's: I think an opportunity will be present with at least four new council members after November to do a top to bottom evaluation of
every facet of development in Islamorada. Whether it's zoning changes, TDR's or permitting, sometimes a step back for a different look is
advisable. I would advocate that this occur.

Transparency in Government: This requires two equal efforts. Council members committed to this and an electorate willing to engage
and demand openness. I support and encourage both.
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Larry V. Zettwock: https://larryz4council.com/
Background: Built a home in Lower Matecumbe in 1987, School teacher, retired Military and Commercial Pilot, Masters in
Teaching, Lawyer, Volunteer FF/Paramedic Islamorada Fire rescue for 8 years, Board member of Friends of the Helen Wadley
Library in Islamorada, Moose Board Member - 8 years

Qualities YOU have that will make YOU an effective council person - Common sense, not quick to judge, integrity,
experience from serving our nation and our community .

Ideas:
Stormwater fixes for the old road so it doesn’t flood and traffic is stuck when there is a fatality on US 1. Designated bus
stops which are covered. Marked crosswalks at the bus stops.

Affordable Housing: Constantly push to make affordable/workforce housing move forward in development
Highway Congestion: Analyze all new actions by the Council for traffic impact, and look for small fixes to improve traffic, ie
the weigh station, announce the results of the analysis.

Public Involvement: Zoom all Council meetings so everyone can participate, even after normal meetings commence
Water Quality: Start movement on Stormwater, publicly support all efforts to improve the Florida Bay, announce all beach
measurements for water quality.

Environmental Protection: Protect Islamorada, put teeth in littering ordinance, no parking on Fills, people visit Islamorada
for the environment

Tourism/Residents Imbalance: This is a Delicate balance….Without tourism, many establishments will close, Someone
who rents a home for 3 months, is he a tourist? Are day visitors tourists? A lot of retail owners are just reopening
because of lack of business, not 50% capacity limitations. World Wide caters to tourists, but employs a lot of locals.

Vacation Rentals: Balance, meet in the middle. Enforce the code on unlicensed rentals in the neighborhoods.
Costs of Local Government: Balance the needs of the community versus the benefit. Do not be close minded to the
realities of living in Islamorada. Freebee comes to mind. Our visually impaired love it.

End of BPAS Allocations in 2023: Huge issue. Only approximately 60 building permits are left. That many applications in Q.
Lawsuits will be expensive. Some solutions are being worked on. A lot of unbuilt lots are totally unaware.

Revisit after the election: The pedestrian bridge – we really need to discuss thoroughly all aspects of action vs inaction and
find out what the residents want vs FDOT repercussions. The bridge idea initiated with the Rotary Flea Market and a portable
bridge.

300’ swim zone: We will have to wait and see how the outcome unfolds, but i think the plan may have to be further
refined. I started the swim area movement in 2013 to replace it after we lost the old swim area in a hurricane. I have photos
from our early efforts.

The Fills: Yes I am satisfied for now, but we need a long term plan, that is thoroughly thought out.
The Fills by Memorial Day 2021: We need paid parking, restricted areas that are marked ‘No Parking,’ tow away zones, no
parking barriers, and increased fines. We enforce this with paid extra deputies only on Holidays.

Toll: I totally support it, we can use those tolls for road improvements and improving water flow in low lying areas.
Transferring development rights from a former mobile home park as market rate homes: Depends on the
statutory designation of the Mobile Home park and parcels. Some lots are designated affordable and some are classified as
dwelling.
Government more transparent: We need to give more notice to Villagers, in the right places. Zoom all Council Actions,
even when held in chamber with residents in attendance.

